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Abstract. Research in the RoboCup domain has grown considerably
since the beginning of this initiative more than ten years ago. Much of
this growth is due to the existence of different leagues, that allow the
focussing of research in specific and heterogeneous issues.
This specialisation of research has, though, proven to have some draw-
backs: research subjects become very specific, and one loses the ability
of properly generalising, and sharing, the obtained results.
This paper presents an architecture that aims at being open, enabling
the development of independent components that can easily be ported
between application environments. This architecture, called Common
Framework, relies on standardised interfaces, protocols and communica-
tion channels between components. Besides allowing the free association
of heterogeneous components, like real and simulated back-ends, it also
considerably eases the introduction of principles of redundancy and fault
tolerance.

1 Introduction

RoboCup is an international initiative to promote Artificial Intelligence, Robotics,
and related fields. It fosters research by providing a standard problem where a
wide range of technologies can be integrated and examined. RoboCup uses the
soccer game as a central topic of research, aiming at innovations to be applied
for socially significant problems and industries. Research topics include design
principles of autonomous agents, multi-agent collaboration, strategy acquisition,
real-time reasoning, robotics, and sensor-fusion.

The ultimate goal of the RoboCup initiative is ”By the year 2050, develop
a team of fully autonomous humanoid robots that can win against the human
world soccer champion team.” This is certainly an ambitious goal, but research
in co-operative robotics has been accumulating results that allow the community
to continue believing in this challenge.

The RoboCup initiative has known how to attract research to a wide ar-
ray of scientific problems, by creating different leagues that address specific and
multiple questions. In the robotic soccer domain, in brief, there are simulation



leagues (2D and 3D) that abstract from all the hardware-related problems and
allow focussing on higher-level problems; heterogeneous real robot leagues, in
small and middle size, foster research in hardware development and player in-
teraction and coordination; the standard platform league allows different teams
to deploy different strategies in a standardised environment; and, finally, the
humanoid league enables research on questions related to biped movement and
playing skills. Furthermore, other initiatives such as the different Rescue and
RoboCup@Home leagues extend the multi-robot research to domains in search
and rescue and domestic scenarios, allowing the development of work in different,
unrelated domains.

This diversity of application domains has certainly been responsible for at-
tracting a wide and heterogeneous research community for this popular chal-
lenge, but these characteristics, associated with it’s strong competitive side, has
also had some drawbacks. Namely, research teams, in order to stay competitive
in the leagues they participate in, have normally focussed on a single league, try-
ing to exploit it’s prevailing details. This specialization temptation has made it
rare that teams simultaneously maintain competitive teams in different leagues,
such as, e.g., simulation and middle size.

This natural specialisation tendency has brought noticeable drawbacks: teams
achieve results that, though being competitive, are not easily generalisable and
consequently shared between different leagues. E.g., is is not common to see high
level results from the simulation leagues applied to middle size teams, where the
same kind of challenges arise. This is certainly an undesirable result, which we
try to deal with in this paper.

In section 2, a new robotic architecture that intends to be applicable to
different leagues is presented. This architecture, which was named ”Common
Framework”, relies on a multi-agent system (MAS) paradigm that is presented
in section 3. The different components taking part in this MAS need to communi-
cate using a language that is presented in section 4. Finally, some considerations
about our proposed future work and conclusions are presented in sections 6 and
7.

2 Common Framework for Co-operative Robotics

This paper addresses the problem of developing a common approach to co-
operative robotics with applications in domains where complex co-operative
tasks must be performed by autonomous agents, like the different RoboCup
competitions.

2.1 Requirements

The proposed architecture needs to address a set of requirements, in order to
comply with it’s goals, as follows:

Open Architecture The architecture should be open, allowing the real-time
addition and withdrawal of components without compromising it’s stability;



General application High-level components should be applicable to different
leagues without further customisation;

Redundancy The architecture should allow the coexistence of redundant com-
ponents, which may be co-ordinated, or selected, by other components.

2.2 Architecture layout

Since the architecture of the Common Framework is designed to be open and
to include different components in real-time, these components must be able to
communicate through a standardised interface, shared by all. The communica-
tion channels and protocols must also be common among all components.

The Common Framework includes a knowledge representation structure ca-
pable of representing organised information pertaining to the robotic soccer do-
main. In order to control different (simulated and real) robots, the Common
Framework needs specific components that deal with each agent’s perception
and action capabilities. Low-level skills and perception mechanisms will be de-
signed for each type of robot, while high-level actions can be chosen through the
same, league-independent, decision-making component. A general action vocab-
ulary will be developed to enable the low-level action components to understand
high-level decision-making, whereas a perception vocabulary will address the
representation of state-of-the-world information.

In order for the Common Framework to be truly flexible, allowing the in-
tegration and replacement of components in real time, it requires a flexible ar-
chitecture that can be modified both in real and compile time. It is argued in
the next section that the best way to answer these requirements is through a
multi-agent system.

3 Multi-agent system architecture

In this paper, it is proposed to use a multi-agent system (MAS) for the control of
each player. Thus, one team would be a system of multiple multi-agent systems.
In each of the players, the same kind of components will exist (perception, action,
decision, etc.), taking part on a MAS while using standardised communication.
Each component might be implemented using a different programming language,
or even be running in different machines, with distinct operating systems, as
seen on Fig. 1. The components can arbitrarily vary in number, and even be
redundant. This paper presents a proposal of the system to implement, making
possible to exploit a scenario as depicted in this figure.

In order for the different components to interact freely, it is necessary that
they have a way of knowing/discovering each other. With this purpose, there
will be a communication management agent (ComMAg) that will keep informa-
tion on the existing components, as seen on section 3. Furthermore, this archi-
tecture requires a standardised communication language, for the expression of
perception, action and state-of-the-world information. This language, described
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Fig. 1. Proposed architecture: arbitrary services, both in nature and quantity, can
connect to the system.

in section 4, will include basic concepts, such as regions, locations and time, as
well as soccer related items.

The communication management agent (ComMAg) was designed to keep
information on all the existing agents, namely the addresses where these are
accessible, and the type of service they provide. The agents will be accessible
only through sockets, in order to keep the implementation simple and to allow
maximum flexibility in the access: thus, these components could be implemented
in any programming language, provided that they respect the communication
interface. To achieve interoperability, the address for each agent must be known,
as well as the port where it will be listening to connections, and the type of
Service the agent provides. The necessary information is depicted in Fig. 2.

To precisely characterise each agent’s services, a taxonomy of services that
defines the concrete abilities of each agent must be created. Different agents will
be able to supply more general or more specific services, e.g., an agent might be
solely capable of executing a dribble, or of executing any type of physical action.
Thus, the characterisation of the service might be done by a class in an upper



componentName: String
address: String
port: Integer
providedService[1..*]: Service
launchCommand: Text

Service Registration

Fig. 2. Information needed for registering with the ComMAg.
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Fig. 3. Proposed hierarchy of soccer-related services.

level of the hierarchy (more general service), or further down (more specific).
The proposed service hierarchy is summarised in Fig. 3.

The role of the ComMAg will be vital in the bootstrapping step, when the
players are being launched: each component will register it’s services, and compo-
nents that need other services to operate will look for the necessary components
by querying the ComMAg. After this bootstrapping phase, the ComMAg could
stay inactive, since the other components will be able to communicate directly
among themselves. The ComMAg agent can, however, play another very impor-
tant role, as argued in section 3.1: if, during the game, the ComMAg would keep
track of the functioning of each of the components, it would be able to detect
possible malfunctioning situations. Such an ability could be exploited in order
to make the system fault tolerant.

3.1 Fault management

In this architecture, where components may be arbitrarily added to the system,
and where redundant components are expected to exist, it is most appropriate
to include a fault management mechanism.



To ensure that the components are behaving properly, the Common Frame-
work expects each component to re-register with the ComMAg on a pre-defined
schedule. If some component fails to do so after the elapsed time has passed,
the ComMAg can assume that the component is malfunctioning, and react by
trying to re-launch the agent using the registered launchCommand, included in
the information sent by the agent for registration (see Fig. 2). If the component
repeatedly fails to launch, it will simply be withdrawn form the registration di-
rectory. This component will cease to exist, and all interactions will have to be
re-routed to other existing components.

4 Framework Language

The open and flexible architecture of the Common Framework demands that the
various components are able to communicate according to a least commitment
principle, since various components might be programmed in different languages,
or be hosted in different machines. Thus, there has to be a standard interface to
the components, and the exchange of messages also has to be pre-defined and
standardised.

Furthermore, these concepts have to be integrated in a more general frame-
work that allows their meaningful exchange between components. The compo-
nents will need, e.g., to ask for the execution of actions, to demand the answering
of queries, or to subscribe to important information sources. These communi-
cation primitives can be supplied by some agent communication language, like
FIPA-ACL [1], which is an international standard, endorsed by IEEE, and sup-
plies all the necessary primitives.

4.1 Language requirements

The most fundamental concepts are the ones pertaining to the description of
the world and the possible actions of the players. These concepts should be
modelled in an abstract way that should apply to different leagues and settings.
This conceptualisation is visible in figures 4 and 5. The language underlying the
Common Framework will have to address a set of requirements in order to be
able to fulfil it’s role. These requirements will be described hereafter.

State of the world concepts The language needs to be able to express information
about all the objects existing on the field, namely physical static objects, such
as flags, the field and it’s regions, as well as dynamic objects such as the ball,
the players and, possibly, a referee.

In the dynamic and fast changing domain of robotic soccer, the perception
is always imperfect and error-prone. Therefore, the expression of locations must
also be able to include information about the related uncertainty.



partLength: PosDecimal
numPeriods: PosInteger
numPlayers: PosInteger
numExtraPeriods[0..1]: NonNegInteger
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Fig. 4. General view of the framework’s contents.

Robotic soccer actions There is obviously also the need for the expression of the
actions that can be executed by the agents. Such actions should be modelled
from a high level point of view, and include ball manipulation (kicks, shots),
movement without ball (moving to a position, turn in a direction), as well as
moving of the head, i.e., of the part of the robot where the usually existent
cameras are located.

These requirements were considered closely and the resulting modelling can
be seen in figure 4 (general view of the framework’s contents), figure 5 (close
view of the player’s characterisation and description of the existing actions) and
figure 6 (concepts related to positioning and associated uncertainties).

4.2 Language syntax

The model of the Common Frameworks needs its’ concepts to be exchangeable
through messages. Therefore, a syntax has to be defined that allows the different
concepts in the model (instances, actions, access to attributes,...) to be expressed
in a textual format.

The usage of well established agent systems’ content languages, like FIPA-
SL[2] or KIF[3] was considered, but was abandoned due to very different reasons:

– neither SL nor KIF allow the usage of Object Oriented concepts like methods;
– KIF has no support for actions;



clearBall()
passToPlayer(playerNum: PosInteger, 
type: {direct, leading, through})
kickTo(goal: Positioning, endSpeed: 
NonNegDecimal)
shoot()

dribble(goal: Positioning, endDir: Angle 
= undef.)
holdBall()

move(goal: Positioning)
stop()
intercept()
tackle()

markPlayer(playerNum: PosInteger)
markGoal()
markRegion(reg: Region)

turn(angle: Angle)
turnTo(toDir: Angle)
turnToPoint(pt: Positioning)
turnToBall()
turnToObject(obj: Object)

turnHead(angle: Angle)
turnHeadTo(toDir: Angle)
turnHeadToPoint(pt: Positioning)
turnHeadToBall()
turnHeadToObject(obj: Object)
alignHeadWithBody()

attentionTo(obj: MobileObject)

<<PK>>playerNumber: PosInteger
<<PK>>whichTeam: {our,opp}
playerType[0..1]: PlayerType
width[0..1]: PosDecimal
depth[0..1]: PosDecimal
height[0..1]: PosDecimal
weight[0..1]: PosDecimal
maxSpeed[0..1]: PosDecimal
kickingDevice[0..1]: Boolean
kickReach[0..1]: PosDecimal
kickAngleLimit[0..1]: Angle

hasBall[0..1]: Boolean
canKick[0..1]: Boolean
canShoot[0..1]: Boolean
stamina[0..1]: Decimal
attentionTo[0..1]: MobileObject
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Fig. 5. View of the player’s characterisation and description of the existing actions.

– SL has very few available tools, namely a parser for C++.

Therefore, the proposed way to deal with OO-concepts is to create a sim-
ple, new approach to their expression is a textual format, which will now be
presented.

Instances of classes The different classes in the model will need to have a way
of expressing instances. With this purpose, it is suggested that the instances are
expressed through S-expressions, with the class name as the first element and
every attribute labelled by it’s name following a colon, e.g. ’:name’. Using this
formalism, an example of an Absolute Positioning would be as follows:

(AbsolutePositioning :x 10.3 :y -23.67 :yaw 0.23456)



x: Decimal
y: Decimal
z[0..1]: NonNegDecimal
yaw[0..1]: Angle

AbsolutePositioning
theta: Angle
distance: NonNegDecimal
altitude [0..1]: NonNegDecimal
yaw[0..1]: Angle
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Fig. 6. Concepts related to positioning and associated uncertainties.

In terms of FIPA-ACL, these instances can be understood as propositions
representing objects, and can be used, e.g., in the replies to queries.

Access to class attributes When querying parts of the state of the world,
there will be the need to refer specific values of attributes, e.g., the positioning
of a player. This need will be satisfied through a new primitive (val), which will
be followed by the name of the sought class and attribute, and by the primary
key to the class, when needed. As an example, the positioning of player five in
the opponent team would include the player number and the team, since these
are the primary key to this class:

(val Player positioning :playerNumber 5 :whichTeam opp)
To refer to the present time in the game, the expression would be even sim-

pler, since there is only one game and therefore there is no need for the primary
key:

(val Game time)
This attribute access mechanism corresponds to FIPA-ACL’s referential ex-

pressions, and can be used as the content of a query.

Execution of methods The Player class defines methods modelling the possi-
ble actions of a player. These methods will need to be invoked by the high level
decision component. With this purpose, the primitive exec is introduced. This
primitive will need as parameters the name of the class, the primary key to the
instance to which the method should apply, and the method’s arguments. As an



example, in order for player 3 to turn to player 4, the following formulation is
necessary:

(exec Player turnToObject :playerNum 3
:whichTeam our
:obj (Player :playerNum 4 :whichTeam our))

These method execution expressions can be considered action expressions,
and therefore used as the content of FIPA-ACL requests.

5 Related work

Several authors have dealt with the concept of mobile robotic middleware in
recent years. Some relevant approaches will be described in the current section.

Orocos [4, 5] intends to be a middleware for mobile robotics, strictly follow-
ing free software best practices. It aims at being general purpose, and replace all
proprietary drivers and control software shipped with the hardware. It also pro-
vides different software patterns to deal with common tasks, such as localisation
determination. This framework has originated in an EU-funded project and has
been developed for several years. The framework is in no way related to robotic
soccer or the RoboCup initiative.

Miro [6, 7] is also a proposal for a middleware for mobile robotics, from a re-
search team that has significant RoboCup experience[8]. The middleware, how-
ever, does not seem to have any specific adaptation for this domain. Similarly
to Orocos, the framework is based on Corba3 principles. General purpose func-
tionalities, such as mapping and localisation, are included in the framework.

Another middleware proposal[9] also originates from a team with RoboCup
experience, but also pays no special attention to the domain, as it intends to be
general-purpose and adaptable to different domains. The framework has three
components, to deal with action and perception primitives, state-of-the-world,
and high-level architectures, such as petri nets and state machines.

These different approaches intend to be of general application, with no spe-
cific support or adaptation for the RoboCup domain. From the point of view of
a team working specifically on the robotic soccer domain, this generality brings
disadvantages: the action and perception primitives are very basic, not covering
essential actions like (different types of) kicks nor concepts like an off-side line,
that become very difficult to deal with.

Moreover, these frameworks are normally extendable, therefore not providing
a fixed set of primitives, nor a standardised soccer-specific vocabulary, as is the
case with the Common Framework. This openness is undesirable, since it allows
teams to develop league and team specific solutions and models, which will
impair the sharing of results between teams and leagues.

Additionally, the reliance of Orocos and Miro on Corba shows that the frame-
works are primarily intended to be used with Java and C++, since Corba offers
little or no support for other languages like Prolog. The Common Framework

3 http://www.corba.org



relies simply on sockets, and can therefore be used with any programming lan-
guage.

6 Future work

Having achieved a complete definition of the Common Framework and it’s un-
derlying language, the next step will be to develop a pilot implementation in the
2D-simulation league. We intend to use public available implementations of well
tested teams (e.g. UvA TriLearn [10] and Helios [11]) as our primary code source.
At least two of these teams will be used, in order to show the interoperability
of the architecture. Namely, it will be possible to simultaneously use code from
different sources in the same agent.

Further on, it is intended to use the framework, with exactly the same con-
troller agent, in the scope of the Mixed-Reality league [12] , which uses actual,
micro-sized robots.

As the framework becomes more stable and mature, it will also be used to
control a team of robots in the Mid-size league [13] , where new challenges linked
to the usage of different, possibly failing sensors and actuators will arise, allowing
the architecture to show the whole of it’s potential.

7 Conclusion

This paper has introduced a new architecture, a Common Framework for Co-
operative Robotics, for the development of multi-robot teams. It aims at being
open, flexible, redundant and fault tolerant. These qualities are inherent to the
design of the Framework as a system of multiple multi-agent systems, where the
enrolment of each player’s components is managed by a centralised Communi-
cation Management Agent.

The existing components will communicate among themselves on basis of
a shared modelling of the RoboCup domain, whereas the necessary conversa-
tions will need to comply to well-defined protocols that rule the development of
meaningful interactions.

This open architecture allows the implementation of agents with arbitrary,
redundant and reusable components. The components’ relative independence
also allows their separate development by diverse programming teams for pos-
terior integration. Other advantages are the real-time addition and withdrawal
of components, as well as tolerance to failures, and the usage of the same high-
level agents in different environments (e.g. different leagues or real and simulated
back-ends).
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